
Black Rabbit chases the
bull out of china shops
bg And,rea God,bout

et's face it: Unless you live
in a house made of foam or

rubber, accidents happen, meaning
the Waterford crystal bowl you got as

a wedding gift might spend most of
its time hidden in a cabinet - pro-
tected from cracks, chips and breaks.

But to Teresa Van Son, this need
not be the case. "Nearly any (break-
able) item can be restored," says
Van Son, owner of Black Rabbit
Restorations in South St. Paul. Four
years ago, Van Son's career path took
an unlikely turn when a figure in
her collection of 1940 Hedi Schoop
ceramic Dutch girls took a tumble
and broke an arrn. After getting a
prohibitive estimate from another
restorer, Van Son decided to train in
ceramic restoration and do it herself.
She quit her job in computer soft-
ware and now works full time
restoring china, pottery and glass

in her
base-
ment i

work-
shop.

Clients
entering
Van Son's
studio are
greeted by

A Hedi Schoop
Dutch boy

beJore QeJt)
and aJter

(riqht) Van
Son's repai.r

"Repairs can take a long
time," Van Son says. "I work alone,
and depending on the complexity
of the job, it can take as long as eight
weeks." When asked if she ever tells
prospective customers that it would
be cheaper to replace an object than
repair it, she says, "Absolutely! But,
if you can get it into the workshop,
I'll work on it."

The price
for repairing
an item with
Black Rabbit
Restorations
varies accord-
ing to the size
and condition
of the piece.

i ,et's face it: Unless you
live in a house made of
foam or rubber, acci-
dents happen.

Van Son has charged as little as

$50 and as much as $600. Once
she looks the piece over, she gives
a written estimate for $35, which
can be credited toward the total
repair cost.

One of Van Son's more challenging
repairs involved an antique lamp with
tortoise-shell panels in the shade.

One panel
had broken,
and the client
asked Van
Son if she
could fashion
another one
out of glass.

Always looking
for ways to

Biff, her pet rabbit and
inspiration for the name of
her business, a myriad of ongoing
projects and small containers filled
with epoxy-based glues and putties
used for bonding broken pieces. One
wall holds a rack full of multihued
dried pigments for painting.

Van Son uses various tools to
work with china, pottery, porcelain,
art glass, stemware and chandeliers,
and her work can involve a variety of
techniques, including replacing parts,

bonding
pieces,
replacing
decorations,
or filling,
coloring
and sanding
chips.

Van Son oftm
receiues her
yrojects
in pieces.
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